FACE RESURFACING ON YOUR

LUNCH HOUR
> Fine lines and wrinkles
> Scars and striae
> Sun spots and age spots

UTILIZING ALMA CLEARLIFT TIP

Virtually painFREE
No downtime
Short treatment
PROVEN safety
View the ClearLift patient video!

http://bit.ly/QzjA3u
Ask today about
Alma ClearLift procedure.
www.almalasers.com/clearlift4me

Alma Lasers is the leading supplier of innovative medical
aesthetic technologies. Alma is recognized by industry
practitioners for its whole-hearted commitment to
providing complete solutions for professional medical
and aesthetic practices.
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For all skin colors

Plus

CLEAR AWAY AGING SKIN

10 MINUTE FOR A FULL FACE

ClearLift tip represents the latest alternative
to skin resurfacing and cosmetic surgery.

ADVANCED LASER
TECHNOLOGY

IT’S LIKE LASER SURGERY

ClearLift represents a breakthrough
in cosmetic laser technology

ClearLift takes years off of your face in
just minutes, providing similar results to
chemical peeling and laser resurfacing.

Microscopic holes under
the skin

Treatment is virtually painless and
absolutely no downtime, making it the
laser treatment for sensitive areas of
body including hands, neck, decollete
around the eyes.
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ClearLift emits short, yet extremely
powerful bursts of light which
reach underneath the skin’s surface;
stimulating the collagen and breaking
apart unwanted pigmentation.

Bypassing the outer layer
The unique characteristic of ClearLift
is the fractional pattern which doesn’t
ablate the skin.
By avoiding damage to the skin’s
outer layer, treatment becomes
virtually painless, results are quicker
and there’s absolutely no downtime.

After
Photos courtesy: KeeLee Tan, MD.
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Ask your practitioner how
ClearLift can help you.

